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ABSTRACT
With massive datasets accumulating in text repositories (e.g., news articles, cus-
tomer reviews, etc.), it is highly desirable to systematically utilize and explore
them by data mining, NLP and database techniques. In our view, documents
in text corpora contain informative explicit meta-attributes (e.g., category, date,
author, etc.) and implicit attributes (e.g., sentiment), forming one or a set of
highly-structured multi-dimensional spaces. Much knowledge can be derived if
we develop effective and efficient multi-dimensional summarization, exploration
and analysis technologies.
In this demo, we propose an end-to-end, real-time analytical platform TextDive
for processing massive text data, and provide valuable insights to general data
consumers. First, we develop a set of information extraction, entity typing and text
mining methods to extract consolidated dimensions and automatically construct
multi-dimensional textual spaces (i.e., text cubes). Furthermore, we develop a set
of OLAP-like text summarization, data exploration and text analysis mechanisms
that understand semantics of text corpora in multi-dimensional spaces. We also
develop an efficient computational solution that involves materializing selective
statistics to guarantee the interactive and real-time nature of TextDive.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In the big data era, massive amount of text data has been created rapidly from both
public domains (e.g., news articles, customer reviews, social media posts etc.)
and private organizations (e.g., business reports, internal logs, etc.). It quickly be-
comes unmanageable for humans to understand tens of millions of documents. To
systematically analyze such large amount of textual data, it is often favorable to
manage the massive text corpora (and its metadata) in multi-dimensional semantic
spaces (i.e., text cubes [1]), where the dimensions correspond to 1) a set of meta-
attributes (e.g., category, date, time) and/or 2) extracted implicit information (e.g.,
sentiment, topic) associated with each document. Similar to traditional numerical
data cube techniques, some recent studies ([1, 2, 3]) have developed numerical
measures (e.g., count, probability, etc.) associated with a set of keywords in the
documents. However, these keyword-based measures neglect the semantics em-
bedded in the rich text and therefore are not very insightful. To further harvest
knowledge in massive text corpora, a more sophisticated analytical engine needs
to be built to summarize, explore and mine the multi-dimensional textual spaces.
In our recent research, we have made progress towards the construction of
multi-dimensional textual spaces. We have studied how to extract entities from
closed domains [4] and assign proper types to them [5], which forms the base
of constructing multiple dimensions. Moreover, an effective phrase mining ap-
proach, SegPhrase [6], is incorporated into the construction and performs as part
of the representation of text. Combined with existing meta-attributes, a multi-
dimensional textual space is constructed and stored with efficient indexing pre-
pared to guarantee the low latency.
To effectively facilitate the constructed multi-dimensional textual spaces, we
also explore three disjoint OLAP-like operations on text data. First, we have
studied the automatic text summarization problem in multi-dimensional spaces
and proposed CASeOLAP [7] (Context-aware Semantic OLAP) to provide in-
formative summarization given a user query. The summarization can be either
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Figure 1.1: TextDive illustration
top-k representative phrases or extracted sentences covering various aspects of
documents within the query (called a cell). The second operation we develop is
anomaly detection in multi-dimensional textual space. It helps to find anomalous
cells/documents in the space which are likely to provide information and insights
overlooked by a general summarization. Moreover, due to the large number of
query possibilities, users may have difficulties finding interesting subsets of the
corpora to dive into, we develop intelligent exploration mechanism to guide users’
exploration for insightful result. Two interestingness measures, explanation score
and in-cell diversity, are proposed to achieve proper guidance.
System Illustration: The TextDive system is designed with the illustration
shown in Figure 1.1. Suppose a multi-dimensional text corpora is constructed
from New York Times news articles with three hierarchical dimensions: Location,
Topic and Time. An analyst may pose a multi-dimensional query (q): 〈Economy〉,
corresponding to dimension Topic. The summarization module generates top rep-
resentative phrases and sentences to concisely describe the gist of documents
in the cell. The anomaly detection module marks the outlier documents dis-
cussing the collapse of Greek economy to indicate those documents are semanti-
cally anomalous. Then the exploration module outputs top sub-cells, 〈Economy,
US〉 and 〈Economy, 2008〉, that credited most for the summarization of cell
2
Figure 1.2: Hierarchy of
Topic
Figure 1.3: Context of cell
〈China, Economy〉
〈Economy〉.
In this demo, we show how a quality multi-dimensional textual space can be
constructed and how various OLAP-like operations can be effectively performed
on TextDive. The system is based on our recent research and the development of
several previous systems: EventCube [8] and NewsNetExplorer [9].
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK
Several important pieces of related work [2, 10, 6] have been introduced in Chap-
ter 1. In this chapter we discuss other previous work related to TextDive, mainly
about mining representative information from text corpora. Text Cube [1] takes
a multi-dimensional view of textual collections and proposed OLAP-style tf and
idf measures. Besides that, [11, 12] also proposed OLAP-style measures on term
level using only local frequency, which cannot serve as effective semantic repre-
sentations. [13, 14] focused on interactive exploration framework in text cubes
given keyword queries, without considering the semantics in raw text. Several
multi-dimensional analytical platforms [15, 8] are also constructed to support end-
to-end textual analytics. However, the supported measures are numerical term-
level ones. Another related topic is Faceted Search [16, 17, 18, 19], which dy-
namically aggregates information for an ad-hoc set of documents. the aggregation
is usually conducted on meta data (called facets), not document content.
Quality phrase mining is also extensively studied by NLP community [20, 21]
and Data Mining community [22, 23]. They either utilize sophisticated NLP fea-
tures or use various statistical measures to estimate phrase quality. Those phrase
mining methods serve as the candidate generation step for our framework.
In order to apply CASeOLAP, a fundamental step is to construct dimensions
for textual data, several NLP-based methods like Named-entity Set Expansion [4,
24] and Information Extraction [25, 26, 27] can be leveraged to generate values
framework dimensions in Text Cubes.
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CHAPTER 3
PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter, we formally define the concept of text cube, the CASeOLAP prob-
lem, the representative phrase mining task, and the three ranking criteria.
3.1 Text Cube Basics
Similar to traditional multi-dimensional data cubes, a text cube [1] is a data model
but over text collection DOC that has metadata for documents. The metadata can
be either extrinsic attributes of the documents, such as classification taxonomy, or
intrinsic information extracted from the documents, such as named entities men-
tioned in them. In this work, we focus on single-valued categorical metadata, and
leave other types of metadata to future work. We assume there are n categorical
attributes (i.e., dimensions) associated with each document in DOC. For exam-
ple, a news article in NYT corpus is represented as (Jan 2012, China, Economy,
‘After a sharp economic slowdown through much of last year...’). It denotes that
the ‘Time’ of the article is Jan 2012, ‘Location’ is China and ‘Topic’ is Economy.
The dimensions provide valuable context for each document. Like a tradi-
tional data cube, all distinct values of one dimension are organized in a dimen-
sion hierarchy. For i-th dimension, the dimension hierarchy Ai is a tree where
the root is denoted as ‘∗’. Each non-root node is a value in that dimension.
The parent node of a dimension value ai is denoted as par(ai), and the set of
direct descendants of ai is denoted as des(ai). For example, Figure 1.2 illus-
trates a partial dimension hierarchy about ‘topics’ in NYT corpus. It is a tree
of height 4, with a root node ‘∗’. par(Gun Control) = Domestic Issues and
des(‘∗’) = {Economy, Sports,Politics}.
Formally, we have the following definition.
Definition 1 (Multi-dimensional Text Cube) A
text cube is defined as T C = (A1,A2, . . . ,An,DOC), where Ai is a dimension
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hierarchy. Each document is in the form of (a1, a2, . . . , an, d), where ai ∈ Ai\{∗}
is a dimension value for Ai and d is a string of the content. A cell c in the cube
is represented as (a1, . . . , an,Dc), where ai ∈ Ai, and Dc ⊆ DOC is the subset
of documents contained in cell c. For notation simplicity, we use 〈at1 , . . . , atk〉 to
refer to a cell with non-∗ dimension values {at1 , . . . , atk}.
Example 3. Fig. 3.1 illustrates a mini example of news article text cube, with
3 dimensions (Time, Location and Topic) and 9 documents d1–d9. The Time
dimension is derived from extrinsic attribute but Location and Topic are extracted
by information extraction as in [9]. We list 7 non-empty cells, where the top four
are leaf cells without ‘∗’ dimensions, e.g., (Jan 2012, China, Economy, {d1, d2}).
The root cell (entire corpus) is represented as (∗, ∗, ∗, {d1–d9}).
Dimensions Text Data
Time Location Topic DOC
Jan 2012 China Economy {d1, d2}
Aug 2012 China Economy {d3, d4, d5}
Aug 2012 US Gun Control {d6, d7}
Nov 2012 US Economy {d8, d9}
∗ China Economy {d1, . . . , d5}
Aug 2012 ∗ ∗ {d3, . . . , d7}
∗ ∗ ∗ {d1, . . . , d9}
Figure 3.1: Mini Example of NYT Corpus
Text cube provides a framework for organizing text documents using meta-
information. In particular, the cell space defined above embeds the inter-connection
between different subsets of text. To capture those semantically close cells, we de-
fine context of a cell c as a composition of three parts.
Definition 2 (Cell Context) The context of cell c = 〈at1 , . . . , atk〉 is defined as
P(c)
⋃
S(c)
⋃
C(c), where:
• Parent set is defined as P(c) = {〈at1 , . . . , par(ai), . . . , atk〉|
i ∈ t1, . . . , tk}. Each parent cell is found by changing exactly one non-∗ dimen-
sion value in cell c into its parent value;
• Children set is defined as C(c) = {c′|c ∈ P(c′)}. Each child cell is found by
either changings one ∗ value into non-∗ or by replacing it by one of the child
values; and
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• Sibling set is defined as S(c) = {c′|P(c)⋂P(c′) 6= ∅}. Each sibling cell must
share one parent with cell c.
Example 4. Fig. 1.3 illustrates the partial context of cell c =〈China, Economy〉.
The parent set P(c) contains 〈China〉 and 〈Economy〉, sibling set S(c) has
〈China, Politics〉 and 〈US, Economy〉 and children C(c) contains
〈Shanghai, Economy〉 and 〈China, Stocks & Bonds〉.
3.2 Problem Definition
The core module of the demo, CASeOLAP, deals with the problem of online ana-
lytical processing with representative phrases, in particular within multi-dimensional
text cube. A phrase is a multi-word sequence served as an integral semantic unit.
The representative phrases for a cell, are the phrases that characterize the seman-
tics of the selected documents. There is no universally accepted standard of being
representative. Here we operationalize a definition in terms of three criteria.
• Integrity: An integral phrase must satisfy two conditions: (i) the multiple words
in a phrase collocate together much more frequently than expected from random
chance, and (ii) the phrase is a complete semantic unit, rather than a subsequence
of another equally-frequent phrase.
• Popularity: A phrase is popular if it has a large number of occurrences. Rep-
resentative phrases for a cell, in particular, should appear with some frequency
within the documents of that cell. Very low frequency phrases within a cell do
not contribute substantially to its semantics and so are not considered represen-
tative.
• Distinctiveness: High-popularity phrases that appear in many different cells
constitute background noise, e.g., ‘earlier this month’ and ‘focus on’. Repre-
sentative phrases should distinguish the target cell from its context, therefore
provide more salient information to help users filter the noise. Distinctiveness
is particularly critical in CASeOLAP, since analysts often navigate through the
whole collection to find subsets of interest. Non-distinctive phrases will appear
in many cells and offer redundant information.
However, none of the previous work has followed all three criteria. MCX [2, 10]
follows distinctiveness (in a rough sense) and ignores popularity and integrity.
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SegPhrase [23] addresses integrity in global quality phrase mining, but the notion
of popularity and distinctiveness with respect to a target cell is not applicable to
that problem setting. This paper proposes a new measure to evaluate all three
criteria.
Within the whole ranked phrase list, top-k representative phrases normally have
higher value for users in text analytics. As a further matter, the top-k query also
enjoys computational superiority, so that users can conduct fast analytics. For
these reasons, we define the problem as follows.
Definition 3 (CASeOLAP in Text Cube) Given a
multi-dimensional text cube T C = (A1,A2, . . . ,An,DOC), CASeOLAP takes
c = (a1, . . . , an,Dc) as a query, and outputs top-k representative phrases based
on the integrity, popularity and distinctiveness criteria.
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CHAPTER 4
MAJOR MODULES
In this chapter, we will introduce the major modules of TextDive including the
preprocessing module, which generates the structured corpora of New York Times
news corpora, and the major functional modules of the TextDive.
4.1 Data Preprocessing
We combine the explicit attributes and extracted typed entities as dimensions. For
example, in the New York Times dataset, five dimensions are created including
Location, Time and Topic from annotated meta-data and Person and Organization
from extracted typed entities. All dimensions are designed to be hierarchical to
support OLAP-like drill-down/roll-up queries. An example hierarchy of dimen-
sion Topic is shown in Figure 1.2, where ∗ means ‘all’ values for the dimension.
After dimensions are determined by users, the system automatically associates
each document with one or multiple values in each dimension. Therefore, given a
multi-dimensional query, a set of documents will be retrieved for further analysis.
Corresponding indexing is created to facilitate quick access of documents with
multi-dimensional queries.
The constructed multi-dimensional space provides a framework for organiz-
ing documents using dimensions. In particular, the cell space defined implies the
inner-connection between subsets of documents, i.e., cells. We define context to
denote such connections. The connections are built if two cells share the same
dimension value or have direct link in one of their hierarchical dimension. For ex-
ample, the context of cell 〈Economy, China〉 is illustrated in Figure 1.3, in which
〈Economy〉 is a parent cell, 〈Economy, US〉 is a sibling cell and 〈Economy,
Shanghai〉 is a child cell.
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4.1.1 Typed Entity Extraction
For text datasets without sufficient meta-attributes, we develop several methods
to extract entities as dimension values. For Location, Person and Organization,
we simply use Stanford NER tool1. For other customized types, due to the poten-
tial sparsity of the mentions of that type, we apply the Semantic Pattern Graph
method [4] to tackle mention sparsity and extract entities by giving a small set of
seed entities. The method leverages web signals to enhance the entity coverage
and precision. ClusType [5] is later applied to assign types of extracted entities,
which clusters surrounding lexical patterns together to enhance typing precision.
After extracting typed entities, we use freebase ontology2 to build hierarchical re-
lationships between entities of the same type. The resulting inter-linked entities
can be used as dimensions in our multi-dimensional framework.
4.1.2 Mining Phrases as Representation
Quality phrases often have better semantic meaning than unigrams. As part of
construction, we associate a list of phrases with each document using SegPhrase [6].
In a nutshell, SegPhrase first generates frequent phrase candidates according to
global popularity requirements, and then estimates phrase quality based on multi-
ple statistical features. The mined phrases are used widely in summarization and
exploration operations.
4.1.3 Entity Extraction Using NLP
From the free text or the text segments of the textual attributes in the integrated
structured and text news data, natural language processing (NLP) (especially In-
formation Extraction) tools are used to extract essential entities such as time, lo-
cation, person, organization. Moreover, concept hierarchies (i.e., higher-level en-
tities) are associated with extracted entities (e.g., Chicago is associated with state:
Illinois) based on a user- or expert-provided dictionary.
1http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
2http://www.freebase.com/
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Table 4.1: Top-10 representative phrases for two user queries
〈US, Gun Control〉 〈US, Immigration〉
gun laws immigration debate
the national rifle association border security
gun rights guest worker program
background check immigration legislation
gun owners undocumented immigrants
assault weapons ban
overhaul of the
nation’s immigration laws
mass shootings legal status
high capacity magazines path to citizenship
gun legislation immigration status
gun control advocates immigration reform
4.1.4 Entity Extraction Using Hierarchical Topic Ontology
For Topic extraction of NewsNetExplorer we have developed a method that con-
struct a topical hierarchy from a collection of text. The framework called CATHY
(Construct A Topical HierarchY) is a recursive clustering and ranking approach
for topical hierarchy generation. In the news collection, many pieces can describe
the same topic; meanwhile, different topics may reflect the same fact at different
levels of granularity. The aim of this method is to construct a hierarchy where
each topic is represented by a ranked list of phrases, such that a child topic is a
subset of its parent topic. This strategy also works well specifically for news data
since news articles tend to use different phrases to report the same topics.
4.2 Functional Modules
After constructing the multi-dimensional textual space, TextDive is designed and
implemented to support deeper analysis other than faceted search. Similar to tra-
ditional data cube and OLAP techniques, multiple text-based measures are sup-
ported and implemented to guarantee real-time analysis. In this section, we intro-
duce multi-dimensional automatic text summarization in Section 4.2.1, anomaly
detection in Section 4.2.2 and intelligent exploration in Section 4.2.3 .
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Government Debt: [Bank lending] and [local government debt] have soared in
recent years, and were a major driver of china’s [economic rebound] after [the
global financial crisis].
Economy Slowdown: A notable slowdown from previous quarters shows that
[china’s economy] continues to cool and indicating that Beijing may struggle to
meet its [growth target].
Trade Surplus: China’s [trade surplus] rose to its [highest level], while infla-
tion remained under control.
Figure 4.1: Top-3 key sentences for 〈Economy, China〉
4.2.1 Context-aware Semantic Summarization
When a political analyst tries to understand strategies of different candidates in
the US Presidential Election using NYT articles, the very first step is likely to
be summarizing the related news for each candidates, e.g., Trump and Clinton.
Finding key concepts and key sentences largely improves his/her productivity
on analytical such tasks. Therefore, we propose Context-aware Semantic OLAP
(CASeOLAP) to provide top-k representative phrases and sentences for summa-
rization. Since the neighboring cells (e.g., different presidential candidates) in the
multi-dimensional space often share similar background topics, it is desirable to
generate summarizations that characterize the set of documents in the cells and
be distinguished from those of other cells (i.e., context) in the cube. The phrase
summarization of two sample cells are shown in Table 4.1, the sentence summa-
rization of cell 〈Economy, China〉 is shown in Figure 4.1.
To generate top-k representative phrases, we consider three major factors, in-
tegrity, popularity and distinctiveness, and using the geometric mean as the rank-
ing criteria.
r(p, c) = 3
√
int(p, c) · pop(p, c) · dis(p, c) (4.1)
The distinctiveness score considers the comparison of phrase p in cell c and its
sibling cells. It effectively removes the background phrases and make the summa-
rization very representative.
Furthermore, we use sentences for automatic text summarization using the same
three criteria. In a nutshell, our algorithm first mines top phrases and uses them
to construct weighted edges between the sentences mentioned in the cell docu-
ments. An affinity matrix for all sentences then can be created from the cell. The
representative phrases make the semantically close sentences also close in the net-
work. Then we apply spectral clustering to find k clusters and select the central
12
Table 4.2: Examples of outlier news articles published in “Health” section of
New York Times.
Rank Outlier document snippet
1
CHICAGO (AP) States with the most gun
control laws have the fewest gun-related
deaths, according to a study that suggests
sheer quantity of measures might make a
difference ...
2
ATLANTA There’s more evidence that
U.S. births may be leveling off after years
of decline. The number of babies born
last year only slipped a little, and prelim-
inary government figures ...
· · · · · ·
sentence into the summarization. The extracted sentences are both representative
and mutually exclusive semantically. In Figure 4.1, the representative phrases are
marked by square brackets. We notice that sentences with presence of representa-
tive phrases tend to carry richer semantics of the target cell.
4.2.2 Mining Outlier Document
In addition to summarization of documents, users may also be interested in anomaly
documents, namely documents with significant deviated topic from the majority
of the given set of documents. For example, the same political analyst is interested
in the articles related to Trump with special topics or extreme political opinions,
to have a hollistic picture of Trump’s strategy. Mining such outliers may comple-
ment document summarization, as outliers unveil potential inconsistencies among
documents, implying possible errors, unexpected information, or novel insights.
Given a user query (i.e., cell), we output the a ranked list of possible document
outliers topically deviating from the queried corpus. By examining the top-ranked
documents, the user may discover interesting insights or potential flaws. As an
example, Table 4.2 shows a ranked list of outlier documents from a user query of
〈Health〉 cell in NYT news articles. The article ranks top in this example is one
about gun control policy and its correlation to gun-related deaths. This document
is very different from the other documents in the cell, which are more relevant
to topics such as medical studies on cancers, or health insurance. Therefore, the
topic it covers is very unlikely to be represented in a summarization method but
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may still provide deeper insights, that mental health plays a role in the correlation
between gun-related deaths and gun control policy.
To find out the anomaly documents, we employ word embedding technique to
convert the corpus into a bag of normalized embedded vectors. Then we identify
semantic focuses of the corpus and define the probability that a word belongs
to the semantic focuses as P (ϕij = 1|wij), where wij is the j-th word in the i-th
document. We model the total number of words belonging to the semantic focuses
as a random variable nϕi drawn from a Poisson-Binomial distribution, and define
its lower limit with high confidence θ as:
qθ(n
ϕ
i ) = max
q
P (nϕi ≥ q) ≥ θ
Accordingly we propose a document outlierness measure:
Ωθ-q(di) = 1− qθ(n
ϕ
i ) + 1
|di|+ 1
which favors documents without words that belong to the semantic focus of the
corpus.
4.2.3 Intelligent Exploration
Given a constructed multi-dimensional text corpora, there can be millions of cells
(exponential to the number of dimensions) that users can query. Thus, it becomes
challenging for users to find interesting cells. After viewing the summarization
of 〈Healthcare〉 documents, the political analyst may want to know which presi-
dential candidate contributes most to the heathcare discussion. Or he may want to
know, which presidential candidate, has the most self-contradictory opinions on
healthcare issues.
We denote the first type of exploration as explanations finding. Multiple drill-
down paths can be performed and TextDive examines all potential subcells (e.g.,
different presidential candidates), evaluates the contribution by intervention test.
The intervention test removes the explanation from the original query (e.g.,
〈Healthcare〉) and evaluates the semantic diversion degree of the remaining cell.
The subcells that divert the original cell most are the top explanations. As a
real example, the top-4 explanations of 〈Economy〉 is shown in Table 4.3, in
which 〈Economy, US〉 is drilled down through Location and 〈Economy, 2008〉
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is drilled down through Time.
Explanation Score
〈Economy, US〉 0.84
〈Economy, 2008〉 0.73
〈Economy, 2008, US〉 0.52
〈Economy, China〉 0.33
Table 4.3: Top explanations of 〈Economy〉 with scores
The second type of exploration is denoted as in-cell diversity. A cell with higher
internal semantic discrepancy is regarded as more “interesting” than one with sim-
ilar semantics between its subcells. Therefore, in-cell diversity measures the in-
ternal discrepancy of a set of cells and recommend the interesting ones to a user.
Since multiple drill-down paths can be applied to the same cell, we evaluate the
diversity of these paths and recommend drill-down paths to users.
4.2.4 Real-time Computational Engine
Multi-dimensional analysis often involves heavy pre-computation and indexing. It
becomes more challenging for text-based measures due to their unstructure nature.
Moreover, CASeOLAP operations require the computation of neighboring cells
(context), hence impose extra complexity. New computation technique needs to
be developed to ensure low query latency.
We develop both online and offline computational optimization in TextDive. To
better handle the context coupling challenge in multi-dimensional textual space,
we develop utility-based materialization approaches to achieve better time-space
trade-off. Also, several pruning tricks are applied to largely reduce the online
computation. We will discuss that in detail in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 5
SYSTEM DEMONSTRATION
In this chapter, we will demonstrate the detailed design of the system and discuss
the use case of the system.
5.1 System Design
In Chapter 1, we show the overal design and work flow of TextDiveI˙n this section,
we will introduce more technical details. The front end page has been shown in
Chapter 4. In this section, we will talk more backend design.
In general, the demo system can be divided into three parts, as shown in fig-
ure 5.1. On the bottom is the core text OLAP service that performs basic OLAP
operations such as cell query, materialization, data import, etc. The CASeOLAP
and Document Outlier Detection code also live here. We intentionally seperates
the representation layer of the document to achieve deep decoupling, which allows
various new representations of a document besides unigram, phrase, sentence and
embedding. Also, all the OLAP-like functions such as query and materialization
are seperated from the main code base, which allows future researchers to develop
their own algorithms or strategies and integrate them into the TextDiveI˙n the mid-
dle is the demo server, which listens to the front-end requests, collects data from
the core OLAP service, and then returns the results back to the front-end. On the
top is the interactive user interface. It allows the user to specify a query and send
it to the demo server. After receiving query results from the demo server, it visu-
alizes them for the user. Here the results are the top representation phrases and
sentences, outlier documents, suggested sub-cells, etc. The core OLAP system is
implemented using Java 1.8.072. The demo server is implemented using Django
1.9.3 with Python 2.7. The front end is implemented using HTML5, JavaScript
and CSS. The main entrance of our front end page is shown in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.1: TextDive illustration
5.2 Use Case: Business Consulting
The use case we demonstrated in this part shows the flexibility and completeness
of our prototype as a poweful multi-dimensional text analytical system. Consider
the following scenario.
The international policy analyst Tim at McKinsey receives a case from Tesla
about what countries the company should expand their solar battery business to,
potentially China. He is asked to give a detailed report within one week. First
of all, he wants to have a basic understanding of China’s major issues that might
affect the decision making. What he has on hand is a giant news corpus from New
York Times and he is not able to read all of them within one week. So he loads
the corpus into TextDive and starts with the query 〈China〉, the summarization
page gives the top key phrases and key sentences related to the events of China.
The intelligent exploration in TextDive then suggest him to explore more in the
sub-cells 〈China, Economy〉, 〈China, Environment〉 and 〈China, Politics〉 as
those cells contribute the majority information in the 〈China 〉cell. So he clicks
on the drill down button under the 〈China, Economy〉 cell, and TextDive au-
tomatically performs the query and returns the summarization of the sub-cell, as
shown in figure 5.2. In the result, he finds the government debt has gone up and
China’s economy has cooled down. More interestingly, China’s surplus has risen
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Figure 5.2: TextDive Screenshot
to its highest level, while inflation remains under control. Those information are
all quite important for the final decision making. He saves them for future ref-
erence. He then also explores the other two sub-cells to find the summarization
about China’s attitude towards environment, especially solar energy, and China’s
political events, both of which have large effect on whether China could be a good
candidate for the business expansion.
In the end, Tim also wants to find out the anomalous events in China that might
affect the final decision making so he queries for outlier document for each afore-
mentioned cell. In the cell 〈China, Economy〉, he finds something even more
interesting. That is, in the past year, there are many lawsuits against China’s solar
pannel exportation. It is very important information and Tim decides to put it in
his report. After finishing the research on China, Tim starts to look for other poten-
tial countries for the case. He first queries both 〈Economy〉 and 〈Environment〉
to check the summarization of documents regarding economic and environmental
issues all over the world. Then he uses the intelligent exploration in TextDive to
get the recommended list of countries for him to look into. He then does the same
research just like what he does with China and finds out the best candidates.
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CHAPTER 6
COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY
For any data store, query efficiency is an important issue. This chapter focuses
on how to efficiently answer an CASeOLAP query using the ranking measure de-
fined in chapter 4. Note we will only introduce the general idea here, detailed
complexiy analysis is provided in [7]. First, Section 6.1 analyzes all the com-
putations needed and presents a framework with partitions of offline and online
work. Then, Section 6.2 and 6.3 discuss strategies to reduce the cost for offline
and online computation respectively. In our demo system, we implemented all of
those strategies for users to choose, according to their requirements and available
resources.
6.1 Overview
After applying SegPhrase to generate global phrase candidates and their integrity
scores, the following computation tasks are needed for answering each query of
cell c: (i) collect a list of candidate phrases (with basic statistics) that appear in cell
c, and its sibling cells respectively (ii) compute the popularity and distinctiveness
scores for each phrase in cell c, and retrieve their integrity score; (iii) combine
the three scores into a single ranking measure, and (iv) sort the phrases and return
top-k of them.
Suppose all these computations occur online after a query, the straightforward
computation cost is too high to return results timely. The main bottleneck is the
first two steps. Computing the neighborhood-aware distinctiveness score requires
going through all documents in a target cell as well as in its sibling cells to collect
all the statistics. Now suppose we pre-compute them for all the cells, the online
query time will be largely reduced to the time of sorting. However, the storage
cost will be too high, because the required space is proportional to the sum of the
number of unique phrases in each cell over all cells.
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Based on these analyses, we partition the online and offline computational work
as follows.
1. Generate quality phrase candidates and segmentation of each document using
SegPhrase. This is done offline for the entire corpus only once. The integrity
score of each phrase is obtained from SegPhrase and stored.
2. Partially compute statistics needed for popularity and distinctiveness score and
store them. For certain space-efficient statistics, we fully compute and store
them. For other statistics, we selectively compute them for a few cells. This
hybrid materialization shifts the most burdensome online computation in step
(i) to offline in an economic manner. The offline materialization strategy will be
explained in Section 6.2.
3. At online query time, if the target cell has not been fully materialized, generate
phrase candidates for the cell, and in the meantime collect their popularity. Use
pruning to evaluate distinctiveness of only promising phrase candidates during
the top-k phrase generation. This online optimization lowers the cost of step
(i)–(ii), and is explained in Section 6.3.
6.2 Hybrid Offline Materialization
What to materialize offline depends on the trade-off between storage cost and
online query latency. Nowadays, storage is usually not a hard constraint, while
the online analytical query has high demand of low latency. As such, the query
latency is given a higher priority. Typically, a well-designed OLAP system should
answer every query within a constrained latency. With that constraint satisfied,
the lower the storage cost the better.
Following this principle, we design a materialization strategy that can auto-
matically choose what information to materialize according to a given latency
constraint T .
The most time-consuming measure to compute is the distinctiveness score, so
one natural idea is partial materialization of it. However, it is hard to aggregate
because it is not distributive. So instead of materializing the score, we reduce the
cost of computing it online by saving the cost of collecting statistics in step (i).
There are two categories of statistics required for computing distinctiveness:
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1. Phrase-level statistics tf(p, c) and df(p, c). They are easy-to-aggregate dis-
tributive measures.
2. Cell-level statistics cntP (c), cntSib(c),maxDF (c) and avgCP (c). cntSib(c)
and avgCP (c) are hard to aggregate.
The total number of phrase-level statistics is equal to the total number of distinc-
tiveness and popularity scores, that is 2λ ·m, wherem is the number of non-empty
cells and λ is the average unique phrase count in non-empty cells (e.g., λ = 430.34
in NYT dataset). The total number of records for cell-level statistics is 4 times m,
which is a small fraction of the former (e.g., 4m/(2m ∗ 430) < 0.5%). That is to
say, materializing the phrase-level statistics has the same cost of materializing the
distinctiveness and popularity scores, and materializing cell-level statistics is all
affordable.
Based on this observation, we propose the hybrid materialization strategy, where
we fully materialize all cell-level statistics and partially materialize the phrase-
level statistics.
The rest of this section focuses on how to materialize phrase-level statistics. We
first describe how to estimate the time for collecting statistics given a query with a
fixed materialization choice, and then present two algorithms for choosing which
cells to materialize.
6.2.1 Cost Estimation
In this section, the cost of collecting statistics is measured roughly by the esti-
mated number of CPU clock cycles using the optimal strategy. Although the real
runtime can have a large constant factor, the order of magnitude keeps the same.
Also, the latency constraint T has the same unit and is used to compare with the
estimated cost.
Among steps (i)–(iv) as we analyzed in Section 6.1, only the cost of step (i)
varies with the offline materialization. It also accounts for the most significant
part in the query processing time. We can write the total cost of processing each
query to cell c as:
Q(c) = Q1(c) +Q2(c) (6.1)
where Q1(c) is the cost of step (i) and Q2(c) the cost of steps (ii)–(iv). Q2(c)
can be easily computed for each cell independently with the materialization. So
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we focus on the estimation of Q1(c), which reduces to estimating the cost of
computing tf(p, ·) and df(p, ·) for cell c and its siblings. Since tf(p, ·) and df(p, ·)
have the shared counting process (|Dc|-way merge join from |Dc| documents in
a cell) and similar aggregation formula, they can be materialized with the same
manner and cost. Thus we have:
Q1(c) = 2
∑
c′∈S(c)⋃{c}Qtf (c
′) (6.2)
where Qtf (c′) is the cost of computing tf(·, c′) for cell c′. Qtf (·) of siblings are
included here as sibling statistics are also required for computing representative
phrases in cell c.
We show howQtf (c) can be recursively estimated in the cell space, for a given
cell c = (a1, . . . , an,Dc), where ai ∈ Ai (including ‘∗’). Without loss of generos-
ity, we assume des(ai) 6= ∅ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n′ ≤ n. Thus we have n′ aggregation
choices; i.e., aggregating cells in one of the following subcell set:
S(c)i = {ci = (a1, . . . , a, . . . , an,Dci)|a ∈ des(ai) ∧ Dci 6= ∅}
Each subcell set S(c)i of c contains subcells by replacing i-th dimension value
to its descendants. Other than aggregating from subcells, one choice is to gather
tf(p, c) from raw text. The optimal choice should be used for online computation
if the cell is not materialized. Hence, the optimal cost among the (n′ + 1) choices
should be used for our estimation.
As shown by previous work, the OLAP query within the cell space has the
optimal substructure property. As a consequence, dynamic programming can be
used for computing optimal cost and choice of aggregation:
Qtf (c) = min
{
Qraw(c),
min
i:des(ai)6=∅
{
Qagg(S(c)i) +
∑
c′∈S(c)i
Qtf (c′)
}}
whereQraw(c) andQagg(S) denote the cost for merging counts from raw text and
aggregating from subcell set S respectively. Let λc denote the average number of
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unique phrases in each document in c, we calculate them as follows.
Qraw(c) = λc|Dc| log |Dc| (6.3)
Qagg(S) =
∑
c′∈S
|Pc′ | (6.4)
Eq. (6.3) is obtained by performing a |Dc|-way merge join [10] in the docu-
ments contained in cell c. In particular, it scans the sorted phrase lists of docu-
ments in parallel. During the merge, df(p, c) can also be counted by the number of
lists where p is seen. Equation (6.4) is derived by merging phrase statistics from
the subcells in S to the target cell c. Hashmaps are used to guarantee the lookup
cost and insertion cost are O(1).
For a precomputed cell or empty cell, we define:
Qtf (c) = 0 (c is materialized or empty) (6.5)
There is one most prominent difference of our query processing cost structure
compared with previous OLAP work. The cost for computing neighborhood-
aware distinctiveness score for any query is tied to the cost of computation for
neighboring cells (siblings in our case), rather than just the target cell. This can be
seen from Eq. (6.2). It is a general property for any neighborhood-aware measure
in OLAP. This new property poses an interesting new challenge to traditional
greedy materialization strategy, as the computational cost of sibling cells become
coupled. We first present an algorithm that ignores this challenge, and then pro-
pose a better algorithm to address it.
6.2.2 Simple Greedy Algorithm
We extend the GreedySelect algorithm [1] to our task. The algorithm first con-
ducts a topological sorting by the parent-descendant relationship in the multi-
dimensional space. Then it traverses the cells in the bottom-up order. This order
ensures that all cells used for aggregating the current cell must have been exam-
ined, so the dynamic programming of cost estimation can proceed. For each cell,
we estimate the cost with Eq. (6.2) given the currently materialized space. If the
cost exceeds the latency constraint T , we materialize the cell c and all its siblings.
This algorithm guarantees that for any online cell query c, the latency is bounded
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by a constant. However, the storage cost for the algorithm is more than what is
needed. Due to the coupling of cross-sibling computations, the algorithm mate-
rializes every sibling of c if its cost exceeds T . In real world multi-dimensional
text database, it is common for a cell to have tens or even hundreds of siblings
(e.g., cells in NYT dataset have 70.7 non-empty siblings on average). In many
cases, only part of the siblings need to be materialized to meet the T requirement.
This challenge is specific to measures with dynamic background involved, which
cannot be resolved by traditional materialization strategies.
6.2.3 Utility-Guided Greedy Algorithm
We propose a more refined materialization plan, which does not materialize all
siblings at once when a cell fails to meet T . Instead, it repeatedly attempts mate-
rialization of one sibling, and reevaluates the cost of querying the target cell, until
it falls below T . The order of choosing siblings affects how many siblings will be
materialized and how much storage cost is needed to meet the constraint. We use
a utility function for each sibling cell c′ to guide this process. Intuitively, we have
the following choices of utility function.
1. cost reduction to the target query Qtf (c′);
2. cost reduction to all queries Qtf (c′)(|S(c′)|+ 1);
3. cost reduction to critical queries which haven’t met the constraintQtf (c′)|{c ∈
S(c′),Q(c) ≥ T }|; and
4. cost reduction to all queries per storage unit |S(c′)|;
5. cost reduction to critical queries per storage unit |{c ∈ S(c′),Q(c) ≥ T }|.
The cost reduction to the target query per storage unit is a constant 1, which
cannot provide any guidance.
The choices 2–5 all reflect the cost reduction beyond the target query. Due to
the neighborhood coupling, the computational benefit of a particular cell is shared
by neighboring cells, i.e., siblings in our task. Since the sibling relationship is
mutual (c’s siblings must have c as sibling as well), the pre-computation of c′
reduces the cost querying siblings of c′, and querying itself. Hence we have the
factor (|S(c′)| + 1) in choice 2. Choice 3 is similar, except that it values the cost
reduction only to the queries that currently cannot be answered within time T .
Choice 4 and 5 normalize the cost reduction by the storage cost of materialization,
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which measures the unit gain. This refined version may requires to monitor Q(·)
of unexamined cells to compute the utility function. According to the definition of
sibling, the siblings of cell c share the same cuboid of c. Therefore we cope with
this by grouping non-empty cells into cuboids and estimateQtf (·) andQ1(·) of all
cells in the cuboids before materializing any of them. In the concrete algorithm,
one of the five utility functions is used to provide different balance between query
time and storage.
The utility-guided algorithm also guarantees the latency requirement. In the ex-
periments, we show that utility-guided algorithm can reduce the storage cost with
the same time latency. We also compare the overall space efficiency of various
utility choices.
6.3 Optimized Online Processing
The vanilla online processing needs to compute the ranking measure for all phrase
candidates in a cell in order to sort them. The computation of the distinctiveness
score can be expensive, if the cell is not materialized. We propose an early termi-
nation and skipping technique to prune phrase candidates that are impossible to
be among top-k.
Our technique is based on two facts. First, the distinctiveness score is the only
more expensive measure to compute than phrase candidate generation. This in-
spires us to decompose the overall ranking measure into two parts: the part that
relies on distinctiveness score, and the part not. The latter part pop(p, c) · int(p)
can be computed for each phrase candidate cheaply. Second, the range of the two
parts are both between 0 and 1. That indicates the overall ranking score is bounded
by pop(p, c) · int(p). In fact, if we can estimate a more accurate upper bound of
disti(p, c), we can also derive a tighter bound for the overall ranking score, and
largely prune the phrase list.
We first sort all phrase candidates by u1(p, c) = pop(p, c) · int(p), and go
through them one by one. That is, phrases with high cell popularity and integrity
get evaluated early. As soon as the next phrase p has a lower u1 than the lowest fi-
nal score θ of phrases in the top-k list, it is safe to terminate the enumeration. Oth-
erwise, we estimate a tighter upper-bound u2(p, c) without using siblings’ phrase-
level statistics.
u2(p, c) =
erel(p,c)
1 + erel(p,c)
(6.6)
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u2 only relies on rel(p, c) which can be computed by cell-level statistics and the
phrase p’s frequency and document frequency in the current cell (Eq. (6.6)). Since
the cell-level statistics are fully materialized, and tf(p, c) is already obtained when
computing pop(p, c), the calculation of u2(p, c) only incurs one aggregation of
df(p, c). If u1(p, c) · u2(p, c) < θ, we can skip the actual computation of distinc-
tiveness score and move on to the next candidate. In the worst case, we have to
retrieve sibling statistics, which involves aggregations for non-materialized sib-
ling cells.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
In this demo, we build an end-to-end, real-time analytical system TextDive to sys-
tematically handle a collection of text data. We build a multi-dimensional textual
space by combining extracted typed entities and existing meta-attributes. We also
implement three OLAP-like operations to support summarization, exploration and
anomaly detection in multi-dimensional textual space. TextDive aims to empower
analysts to load massive text corpora, manage them with multiple dimensions and
gain insightful knowledge by posing interactive queries.
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